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Lyndon LaRouche:

A

Independent Political Party
28th of November 2011

The British Empire’s WWIII plan
must be stopped this weekend!

merican statesman and economist
Lyndon LaRouche issued the following emergency statement on 24th
November, the evening of the U.S.Thanksgiving holiday. Russia has since deployed
three of its warships into harms way off
the coast of Syria, as a war avoidance measure since its warnings against an attack
have fallen on deaf ears in Washington
and London; Russia is betting its move will
reinforce the position of the U.S. military
leaders who are emphatically opposed to
a war, and the saner heads in Washington
will not want to risk a showdown. On the
other hand, the British-Saudi manipulated
Arab League has hit Syria with provocative sanctions, the Turks have stepped up
their rhetoric and actions against Syria at
the same time as they have signed deals
with the British for military and strategic
cooperation, and NATO inflicted enormous
damage on its alliance with Pakistan after
attacking the Pakistan border on the weekend and killing 28 Pakistani soldiers. We
are witnessing the drive for a war designed
by London as a chaos operation like the Seven Years War [ending
1763], designed to collapse London’s dupes one after another
like ninepins, and thus to force Russia and China into the conflict,
unleashing a thermonuclear World War III and bringing about the
oligarchs’ goal of depopulation.
“This empire is determined to set the nations of the world
into a war with one another, which is intended that civilization as we’ve now known it, will no longer exist. This is not
only a general prospect; this is the immediate situation this
weekend. This is not a weekend like other weekends. We’re
now on the verge—and it’s set in place right now—of a chain
reaction, which could mean the extermination of civilization
as we’ve known it.
“Now this is being set up by the British Empire, and nobody
else. And nobody else. If you don’t think the British Empire is
the enemy, you don’t understand the ABCs of the situation.
“A war now, do you know what it means? Do you know
what thermonuclear weapons mean? Do you realize that
what’s going on in the Middle East, so-called, cannot be waged
by anything other than nuclear weapons? This also means
thermonuclear weapons?
“So don’t talk about this interest, or that interest. Don’t try
to take sides in the silly quarrels which people are indulging
in in the Middle East and elsewhere today. Pay no attention
to this.They don’t have any reality except stupidity. If you try
to win these wars, you lose everything. You have to prevent
these wars from occurring, or you lose everything.
“And the best example is to look at the study of the Seven

Years War, from 1756 to 1763. And that
war is the war that established the British
Empire as the dominant imperial force on
this planet. Because they induced the leading nations of continental Europe, and others, to make fools of themselves by fighting
wars against one another, where the trick
was, to get them to bleed themselves into
weakness by fighting one another, and thus
opening the gates for a British takeover,
British imperial takeover, of the whole
system.And that is exactly what happened.
“The only thing that saved civilization in
that period, was the struggle of the United
States, to create the United States. This
struggle began, formally, in about 1620. It
came with the settlement—and tonight,
this is Thanksgiving. What’s Thanksgiving
represent? A party, a feast, that was being
held in what became Massachusetts, including one of my ancestors. I’m one of those
people who has a ancestor when that occurred … but, on the Mayflower.
“But out of that came the struggle
which came out of the Massachusetts Bay
Colony, which was of the same kind of character, and this
established in the United States, the concept which actually
was attributable to Nicholas of Cusa. And this concept being
created, despite the crushing of Massachusetts, in the latter
part of the century, despite that, it set into motion something
that stayed in motion, effectively from 1620 through the establishment of our Federal Republic.
“This is the only thing on this planet which has so far been
able to cripple the attempts of the British Empire to realize
the intention of becoming a new Roman Empire.
“We’re now at the point where the corruption of the
United States, has reached the point, that if we don’t beat the
Empire now, in what it’s trying to do, and what it’s trying to do
with nuclear threats right now, we’re lost. Civilization is lost.
“So the solemnity of our cause, the devotion to that cause, an
understanding that it lies in our hands to think clearly about
how we do avoid falling into the traps the enemy sets for us
… And that’s what should be on our minds. Because this is
not something for the distant future. This is this weekend, this
weekend. The plan is in place! It will set into motion World
War III, right now.
“I think we can beat that. But we have to be determined
to do so.
“So I think the element of solemnity at this occasion, ought
to be taken into account.
“What does our life mean after all? We’re born, we die.
What’s important about our life is what we leave to the future
of humanity.”
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Isherwood: Stand with the nurses against government mass murder

V

ictoria’s nurses are waging a moral battle against
government budget cuts to healthcare that amount
to mass murder, for which they deserve the gratitude
and support of all Australians, Citizens Electoral Council
leader Craig Isherwood said today.
“The Victorian nurses’ strike is not a state issue,” Isherwood said. “By fighting against the erosion of nurse-patient
ratios, they are holding the line against the systematic bleeding of healthcare by successive state and federal governments
over the past few decades, which has murdered countless
Australians.
“I say ‘murder’, because it is true, as the loved ones of the
thousands of victims would know”, he said. “Furthermore,
the callous Victorian Health Minister David Davis has effectively admitted it.”
Isherwood quoted Davis from the 13th November Sydney Morning Herald, when the Health Minister attacked the
nurses for closing 800 elective surgery beds as part of their
industrial action, and accused the nurses of risking patients’
lives: “There is no safe way to shut or cancel or close down
a third of the hospital beds in Victoria”, David said. “I’m not
prepared to stand by and wait for someone in Victoria’s
hospitals to die unnecessarily.”
Davis’s statement amounts to a confession to institutional
mass-murder, Isherwood charged.
“Victoria’s previous Liberal government, under Jeff Kennett as premier, and Ted Baillieu as party president, decimated
public healthcare in the state.
“By charging the nurses—of all people—with threatening
lives by temporarily closing beds, Davis is actually acknowledging that Kennett directed a program of mass-murder by
permanently closing many more beds.”
Isherwood recounted how the Kennett government
was directed by the British Crown’s fascist economic think
tank, the Mont Pelerin Society, through two of its Australian
fronts, the Tasman Institute and the Institute of Public Affairs, which jointly wrote Kennett’s ‘reform’ blueprint, called
Project Victoria.
Under Project Victoria, from 1992-1999, Kennett:
used the new casemix system to slash the total health
budget by 10 per cent in the first two years
slashed capital funding for public hospitals from $142
million to just $73 million in 1996

!

permanently closed 1,600 hospital beds
cut the total healthcare workforce by 40,000 jobs between 1992-1997
cut nursing staff by 23 per cent, in the period patient
numbers increased by 180,000 per year
closed scores of hospitals, and corporatised most of the
rest
The rate of unplanned remissions jumped up 24 per
cent in the first two years of Kennett’s butchering of public
health, waiting lists skyrocketed by 22 per cent, and the
ambulance service got used to constantly bypassing overcrowded hospitals.
Isherwood observed that Kennett’s annihilation of public
health has become the standard for the nation:
“From 1996, the federal Howard government cut billions
of dollars from health spending, slashed the number of healthcare providers covered by Medicare, and introduced the
private health insurance rebate to create a two-tier health
system—a costly private one and a neglected public one.
“Labor is no better: when the Bracks-Brumby Labor
government took over from Kennett in 1999, it continued
Kennett’s policy of closing hospital beds, until Victoria’s beds
per 1,000 population ratio dropped below the pitiful national
average by 2004.
“The national healthcare reform trumpeted by Rudd and
Gillard is based on imposing Kennett’s casemix system of
patient extermination across the whole nation.”
Slashing funding from healthcare is a crime against humanity, Isherwood said.
“By the Nuremberg standard of ‘knew or should have
known’, the government perpetrators of the destruction of
Australia’s healthcare system are guilty of the Nuremberg
crime of the ‘inadequate provision of surgical and medical
services’, for which Nazis were hanged.”
Isherwood concluded by calling for a wall of money to
be put back into healthcare:
“Forget all the managerial clap-trap about ‘efficiency’ and
‘redundancy’ etc. The bottom line in health is resources:
hospitals, beds, doctors and nurses.
“The nurses shouldn’t be left to fight this alone through
industrial action,” he said. “The CEC is fighting politically to
force a change in policy. This is a fight that everyone must
join.”

To compare the CEC’s record to that of the growing chorus of leaders, including PM
Julia Gillard, who claim that nobody could have seen this crisis coming.
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